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□■　a course taught by  a teacher with practical experience

On practical contents related to class

□■　using languages other than Japanese

□■　problem-solving-learning in cooperation with 

external organizations based on agreements

□■　discussion,debate

□■　group work

□■　presentation

□■　practical training,fieldwork

2 Longer Article: Reading an article from a magazine, summarizing, and writing own opinion to the article

4. Modern Literature (2) Novel: Reading a short story, analyzing the story 

Language

Active learning elements

Class outline, goal

Class plan

1. Introduction: Class orientation. Reading an editorial from a newspaper , summarizing, and writing own

opinion.

3. Modern Literature (1) Essay: Reading an essay, understanding the essence of the essay, and writing

own essay.

5. Modern Literature (3) Poem and Song: Reading, and analyzing a poem or song, and making own poem

or song

6. Modern Literature (4) Haiku and Senryu: Reading and enjoying descriptions and rhythms in limited

letters, and writing own Haiku and Senryu

7. Role of letters and Kanji: Learning a history of letters in the world, thinking about the role of the letters.

Reviewing a history, constructions, and meanings of Kanji.

Category

Class style

Class time

NO.

Professional career-experienced instructors

Code 312511

Class name Japanese Literature and Language

Semester 1st Lecture target 1

Unit Classification Elective Unit count 2

Charge teacher

1 



10. Japanese classic literature (Kobun): Reading Japanese classic literature (post-medieval)

11. Literature for children (Foreign): Reading a foreign children's literature and analyzing it

14. Literary Criticism: Reading a literary criticism on a short story to understand, and criticizing a work

Grading method

Grading with assignments and a final report

OHP, Internet for ZOOM, PC, 

Advice on preparation and review

Class rules

Using a smartphone is not allowed except when it is instructed

Grading Criteria

Assignments 60%, Final Report 40%

Improvements from the results of the previous year's class evaluation questionnaire

Classroom equipment

Feedback method

Note

Office hour

Assigned books

8. Japanese letters, Manyo-gana, Katakana, Hentaigana, and Hiragana: Learning a history of Japanese

letters. Reading Manyo-gana or Hentai-gana in a Japanese classic literature

9. Ancient Chinese Literature (Kanbun): Reviewing the points of reading Kanbun, and reading some

Kanbun

12. Japanese literature for children (story): Reading a Japanese children's literature (story), analyzing and

making own story.
13. Japanese literature for children (explanation): Reading  a Japanese children's literature, analyzing and

making own story

15. Current Japanese language: Picking up some topics relating to modern Japanese language and

discussing.
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